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Theory of collective mind involves the in-
dividual’s representation of a shared
mental perspective, wherein the self
and other converge in their experience.
It is a mental representation of collective
awareness of a common world and/or
a common mind.
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a collectivemind is psychologically ampli-
fied and prioritized in individual cognition.
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Representing ‘our’ awareness
The ability to represent mental states, or mentalize, is a hallmark of our species. However, the vast
literature on this topic has focused almost exclusively on how people represent the mental states
of others as divergent from one’s own. Relatively unexplored is the human capacity to represent
the mental states of others as convergent with one’s own, what we describe as a theory of col-
lective mind (see Glossary). Although there exists a voluminous literature on joint attention, it is
largely focused on behavioral expression rather than on mental representation. In addition,
whereas work on shared intentionality [1] and some second-person approaches [2] are excep-
tions to this rule, the dynamics of collective awareness have remained vague.

Over the past decade, building on work by philosophers [3–8], cognitive scientists have taken
note (cf. [9]). Psychological scholarship that pertains to a mental representation of a collective
mind has taken two distinct paths. One path is conceptual, articulating theoretical arguments
for the necessity of collective mind representations (also known as we-representations) in
human cognition, affiliation, and cooperation. The other path is empirical, identifying a social con-
text, the synchronous arrival of information, in which collective mind representations are likely
to emerge. Our goal here is to outline both approaches, linking the conceptual arguments for
why, and the empirical conditions under which, representations of collective mental states impact
human cognition, affiliation, and cooperation [10–18].

The culmination of our efforts is a framework that organizes the conceptual arguments and em-
pirical evidence across two manifestations of collective mind: (i) when collective awareness is di-
rected toward a common world; and (ii) when collective awareness is directed toward the group
itself, allowing a form of collective self-awareness. The former are representations of collective
reality that assure us that we experience a sharedworld together. The latter aremeta-cognitive
representations of collective psychology that assure us that we are collectively aware of our
shared goals, beliefs, and feelings. A central claim of this review is that the distinction between
collective reality and collective psychology is critical in understanding the impacts of collective
mind representations on cognition and behavior.
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Glossary
Epistemic confidence: confidence in
knowing something without doubt.
Meta-cognitive representations:
mental representations of mental
representations.
Mind-in-mind recursion: two agents
attempting to ascertain each other’s
knowledge will always encounter
epistemic doubt with higher levels of
recursive awareness (A knows that B
knows X, but doesB know that A knows
that B knows X, etc.).
Origin of a representation: the ‘who’
of a representation, or the agent doing
the representing.
Prisoner’s Dilemma: two-player
economic game in which joint
cooperation is better for both players
than joint defection, but defection is a
dominant strategy for each individual
player.
Representations of collective
psychology: representations in which
the group’s sharedmental states are the
targets of a collective mind (e.g., ‘We are
aware that we like the tree’). Here, the
collective mind is both the subjective
origin and objective target of represen-
tation.
Representations of collective
reality: representations in which in-the-
world stimuli are targets of a collective
mind (e.g., ‘We are aware of the tree’).
Here, the collective mind is the
subjective origin of a representation,
while external stimuli are the objective
targets of representation.
Stag Hunt: two-player economic game
in which the players are motivated
primarily to cooperate by coordinating
their strategies on a jointly optimal
equilibrium, but cooperation also risks
theworst payoff if the co-player does not
Collective mind: we ≠ you + I
The human tendency to represent and theorize about mental states has captivated researchers
for nearly half a century (e.g., [19,20]). Although it is a complex concept that covers multiple
cognitive and affective processes [21], a theory of mind represents an agent’s (hidden) mental
states as the cause of its behavior. Theory of mind scholarship has traditionally focused on how
this capacity to mentalize allows people to differentiate the contents of other minds from their
own [22]. Indeed, it has been argued that a theory of mind can only be validly assessed
when a target agent’s mental states diverge from one’s own [23]. What has consequently
been ignored in much of this literature are instances in which individuals theorize collective or
shared mental states, wherein the capacity to mentalize allows one to track the convergence
between the contents of one's own mind and that of others'. Whereas a theory of an individ-
ual mind requires differentiation between one’s personal perspective and that of another
agent, a theory of collective mind requires perspectival unification across agents. The latter is
a mental representation of what the collective self knows, thinks, feels, wants, and believes
(Table 1).

A theory of collective mind reflects the experience of ascribing mental states to a collective agent.
Much like in traditional theory of mind research, it is considered a ‘theory’ because it involves in-
ferences about hidden mental states that are not experienced directly. It is considered collective
because it is attributed to a plurality of minds. This plurality ranges from creating collective repre-
sentations with individual interaction partners to collective representations that are believed to be
shared across entire (e.g., cultural) groups.

As stated earlier, we distinguish representations of collective mind that involve external, in-the-
world stimuli (e.g., ‘We are aware of this tree’), and representations of collective mind that involve
internal, in-the-mind stimuli (e.g., ‘We are aware that we like this tree’) [17]. The former are repre-
sentations of collective reality that assure us that we are collectively aware of a shared world.
Here, collective mind is confined to the origin of a representation, there is epistemic confi-
dence as to what ‘we’ know and, therefore, what ‘we’ know is prioritized in individual cognition,
motivation, emotion, and behavior. Such collective mind representations need not be motivated
by considerations of what is good for the collective; individuals who do not care about the good of
the group can still benefit from prioritizing collectively shared representations, because they im-
prove coordination with other social agents. For example, knowing that ‘we are aware of this
tree’ facilitates coordination with others by establishing a shared object of experience that can
be referenced in communication.
Table 1. Theory of individual mind versus theory of collective mind

The capacity to mentalize

Theory of individual mind Theory of collective mind

Differences A representation of the mental state of a
single individual

A representation of the mental state of a self-inclusive
collective

Tracks divergence in mental states
between self and other(s)

Tracks convergence in mental states between self
and other(s)

Allows for prediction and interpretation of
others’ behavior

Allows for epistemic confidence in knowing,
interpreting, and acting together

Similarities A mental representation that can be accurate or inaccurate

A mental representation with a particular perspective at its origin (e.g., ‘She is aware of X’; ‘We are
aware of Y’)

A mental representation of agentic awareness, intention, emotion, belief, or attitude
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also cooperate.
Synchronous arrival: experience of
perceiving the same information at the
same time as other people; regarded as
an important precursor of collectivemind
theorizing.
Target of a representation: the ‘what’
of a representation, or the target of
reflection.
Theory of an individual mind: synon-
ymous with theory of mind as it is typi-
cally researched; the capacity to
differentiate between one’s personal
perspective and that of another agent.
Theory of collectivemind: capacity to
ascribe a unified mental state to a
self-inclusive group of agents; an
individual’s mental representation of a
shared mental perspective or state,
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wherein the self and other converge in
their experience, forming a unitary, but
plural perspective on in-the-world stimuli
and/or mental states.
Theory of mind: capacity to mentalize,
ascribing mental states to an agent.
However, when the collective mind is the origin and target of a representation, collective psy-
chology takes center stage: group feelings, desires, and plans gain paramount importance. Here,
meta-cognitive representations of collective psychology assure us that group members are
collectively aware of our shared goals, beliefs, and feelings. For example, knowing that ‘we are
aware that we like this tree’ leads to the prioritization of collective attitudes toward the tree, en-
couraging psychological cohesion within the group. It is in this more self-reflective context that
collective interests overshadow individual interests, encouraging behaviors that benefit the collec-
tive, even at the expense of the individual (Table 2, Key table).

Why do we need a theory of collective mind?
Irrespective of whether they strive to benefit their individual selves or their groups, humans fre-
quently do so via cooperation; that is, humans tend to work together whether they want to
gain individual benefit or increase the well-being of their community. In evolutionary terms,
human cooperation appears to be flexible, having potential roots in both individual and group se-
lection [24,25].

Whether benefiting the individual or the group, human cooperation requires common knowledge
[13,26–31], wherein the agents involved not only have the same knowledge, but also know that
they do, know that they know that they do, and so on ad infinitum [32]. Common knowledge is
generally thought to be a product of public information, in which it is apparent to all that everyone
knows said information. Yet, the critical question for cognitive science is: what cognitive capaci-
ties assure would-be cooperators that public information is indeed common knowledge?
Table 2. Key table. Collective mind: conceptual framework and empirical findings

Collective reality (collective awareness of the world) Collective psychology (collective awareness of the collective)

Theoretical foundations

Structure of the
representation

‘We are aware of X’ ‘We are aware of how we feel about X’

Conceptual claims Enables confidence in, and focus on, collectively encoded
information

Enables confidence in, and focus on, collective mental
states

Enables cooperation when it benefits the individual Enables cooperation when it benefits the group
(even at a potential cost to the individual)

Empirically induced by synchronous experience of external
information

Empirically induced by synchronous experience of
collective mental states

Empirical findings

Individual cognition Psychological amplification of collective information Confidence in the contents of collective mental states

Social bonding Mild social bonding Strong social bonding

Cooperative choice Cooperation when it benefits the individual (e.g., Stag Hunt) Cooperation when it benefits the group at a potential
cost to the individual (e.g., Prisoner’s Dilemma)
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Recent social cognitive theories [10,17,18] converge with game-theoretic developments in eco-
nomic psychology [11] to suggest that the most well-researched accounts of how we come to
understand the minds of others are not up to the task. Given that prediction-based models
[33], simulation-theory of mind [34], and theory-theory of mind [35] have focused on understand-
ing distinct minds in interaction, they are all susceptible tomind-in-mind recursion (e.g., ‘I know
that you know that I know…’), which can exhaust attentional resources and lead to inconclusive
inferences. Despite the fact that mind-in-mind recursion is important for human communication
and cooperation [36,37], it introduces an inherent degree of uncertainty when interacting agents
try to dynamically assess their common knowledge in the moment.

By contrast, a theory of collective mind, wherein information is represented from the perspective
of a unitary, self-inclusive collective, grants individuals the epistemic confidence of knowing
something together. Thus, collective mindedness, the representation of what a collective mind
knows (e.g., ‘We are aware of the tree’), precludes the mind-in-mind recursion and concomitant
uncertainty of you–I representations (e.g., ‘Are you aware that I am aware of the tree?’), therefore
limiting doubt about what we know together (Figure 1).

In theories of team reasoning [11], collective mind explains how players converge on payoff-dom-
inant outcomes in coordination games, which is otherwise puzzling from a game-theoretic per-
spective [38]. In coordination games, players receive the largest payoff if they jointly choose the
cooperative option. However, the solution to these games is formally indeterminate, because
the cooperative strategy is not unconditionally optimal, and neither player has any rational basis
for anticipating their partner’s choice [27]. Therefore, onemight expect people to prioritize individ-
ually securable payoffs over collectively attainable outcomes that feature more risk. Yet, people
frequently choose to cooperate. Why? Team reasoning posits that representations of collective
mind alter the unit of agency from the individual to the group of players. Whereas in orthodox
“We are aware…”

TrendsTrends inin CognitiveCognitive SciencesSciences

“I am aware that you are aware that I am aware…”

Figure 1. Structure of I–you recursive representations versus we-representations. The left panel depicts how
common knowledge is attained with a theory of individual mind, requiring higher-order recursive representations of each
person’s mental states and their presumed inferences about the other’s mental states. The right panel depicts how
common knowledge is attained with a theory of collective mind, involving a computationally simpler first-orde
representation of the collective’s unified mental state.
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game-theoretic reasoning, a player asks, ‘What do I want?’ and ‘What should I do to achieve
this?’, a player who has represented a collective mind asks, ‘What do we want?’ and ‘What
should I do to play my part in achieving this outcome?’; that is, each player seeks to identify an
outcome that is best for the group of players as a whole and plays the corresponding strategy
if that outcome is unique [39–41], explaining the intuitive appeal of cooperative solutions across
many strategic interactions [42–47].

The importance of collective mind representations is also seen during cooperative communication,
defined as the use of communicative acts to alignmental states across agents [48]. Recent accounts
of this field argue that humans have an adaptive prior belief that mental states will be shared across
collaborative partners [49]. It is in the context of this prior expectation for a shared perspective that
communicative partners continually tailor their word choice to disambiguate the mental states of
others, hoping to establish or reaffirm the common ground among speakers. By contrast, situations
inwhich communicative partners fail to achieve a shared understanding are experienced as frustrating
and aversive. By this account, the human tendency to represent a shared perspective with others is a
critical part of the communicative processes that support cooperative action.

Arguably, the capacity to represent a collective mind as the origin of a perspective (i.e., ‘We are
aware of X’) may have evolutionary underpinnings in individual-selection mechanisms, because
it enables cooperation for the benefit of each individual. Conversely, the capacity to represent a
collective mind as both the origin and target of a perspective (i.e., ‘We are aware of us’) may
have evolved through group-selection mechanisms, because it enables cooperation for the ben-
efit of the group as a whole [24,25,50]. Together, these capacities have been argued to underpin
the development of social identities or categories that sustain cooperation across time and
space, serving as a powerful cognitive tool for the emergence of complex societies [15] (Box 1).
Box 1. Collective mind and social identity

Under the social identity approach, humans categorize themselves within a set of identity groups, each of which has ste-
reotyped characteristics and expectations [110–112]. The salience of these identities fluctuates with category-relevant
cues in the social environment, producing a dynamic distinction between ‘ingroup’ and ‘outgroup’members. Even when
these groups are assigned arbitrarily, people are generally biased toward ingroups and against outgroups [113].

Social identities are likely to shape inferences about mental state convergence, because salient cues to another agent’s
outgroup membership will reduce expectations for self-similarity and thereby decrease the likelihood of representing a
shared perspective. Even arbitrarily assigned group memberships can reduce empathic mirroring of outgroup members,
making it harder to intuitively share affective states with them [114,115]. Similarly, people tend to engage in less perspec-
tive-taking with outgroup members, leading to reduced accuracy in cross-group mental state inferences [116] that may
interfere with perspectival convergence.

By contrast, ingroup members are expected to share a set of core characteristics, and the prior expectation of self-simi-
larity around these traits will encourage inferences about mental state convergence. Indeed, there is evidence that syn-
chronous co-experiences may have stronger psychological impacts when they are co-experienced with ingroup rather
than outgroupmembers [67]. Prior knowledge of a social category and its associated norms can also shape the inferences
that emerge during mentalizing to be more stereotypically congruent with a target’s identity category [51]. If an agent lacks
prior knowledge about a group, they will have to rely on available cues to guide their mental state inferences.

Social identities can also be affected by meta-cognitive representations of collective psychology, which emerge when the
collective mind directs its attention toward its own mental states. The collective self-representations that emerge from this
process are believed to define and update the stereotyped expectations associated with an active social identity [17]. In
other words, shared experiences of collective psychology define group norms by incorporating the group’s mental states
into common ground (e.g., collectively perceiving that ‘we are angry about X’ leads to the stereotyped expectation that
other ingroupmembers will also express anger toward X) [18]. Activation of a salient social category can also influence be-
havioral self-regulation to be more identity congruent, even when the category is activated outside of the collective expe-
riences that initially defined it [117]. Taken together, social identity and categorization processes are functionally distinct
from collective mentalizing, but these mechanisms nonetheless interact to shape social behavior [18].
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Collective mind representations in empirical research
Empirical induction of ‘our’ awareness
Inferences about mental states can be understood as a process of statistical learning that com-
bines prior beliefs about an agent with salient perceptual cues [51]. The mental states that are in-
ferred through this process are those that appear most likely given the available cues and prior
expectations. Extending this framework to the current topic suggests that prior expectations
and perceptual cues can also facilitate inferences of collective awareness. Thus, the likelihood
of collective mind representations should increase with perceptual cues that indicate a similarity
of perspectives across agents. Here, we focus on one particularly powerful cue to perspectival
merging: the synchronous experience of the same stimuli.

The relationship between synchronous experience and representations of collective mind has
been studied most extensively in joint action paradigms [52]. Moving in synchrony with others
has been shown to enhance the sense of joint agency [53], where the locus of action is no longer
the solitary individual (‘I did that’) but is instead shifted to the collective (‘We did that’). Research
suggests that the relative emphasis on personal or collective agency in these contexts will depend
on the salience of cues for disambiguating self and other [54]. For example, if all group members
perform identical actions in synchrony, they are more likely to establish a sense of we-agency
than when they perform complementary actions together or identical actions asynchronously.
Synchronized actions tend to result in a blurring of the distinction between self and other [55]
and a concomitant boost in the feelings of socially entitative ‘we-ness’ [56–59].

In the sections below, we review empirical studies that take the complementary approach of in-
ducing synchronized experience instead of synchronized action. This literature compares the
psychological effects of synchronous versus asynchronous stimulus presentation. It is theorized
that the synchronous arrival of public information across agents is a cue for perspectival conver-
gence, creating a fertile ground for collective mind representations (i.e., ‘We are aware of X’). By
contrast, the asynchronous delivery of information is more likely to engage theories of individual
mind because it provides an inherent cue to epistemic divergence (e.g., ‘I know that you will
find out later’; ‘You already knew what I just learned’). As such, we should expect that synchrony
in experience is more likely to blur self–other distinctions and yield collective representations.

Empirical findings suggest that this is indeed the case. People discussing a popular show on so-
cial media are more likely to use first-person plural pronouns, such as we, us, our, or ours if they
post during the live broadcast when everyone is watching synchronously. By contrast, first-per-
son singular pronouns, such as I, me, and mine, are used more when posted asynchronously
after the broadcast [60]. Synchronous sensory stimulation across agents can also induce a
sense of self–other merging that does not occur following asynchronous sensory stimulation
[61]. Thus, the proposed distinction between ‘I–you’ and ‘We’ representations transcends the
grammatical, extending to the epistemic structure of the represented perspective (Figure 1) and
producing distinct psychological consequences. Notably, the greater likelihood of collective
mind representations during the synchronous arrival of information does not preclude the possi-
bility of theorizing distinct minds in respect to distinct content (e.g., ‘We are all aware of X, but only
I know Y’). More generally, it is likely that representations of individual and collective mental states
can work in tandem to guide social behavior [52] (Box 2).

As we summarize next, experiencing information synchronously yields the cognitive amplification
of shared information, a mild increase in social bonding, and increases in cooperation when it
benefits the individual. Additionally, synchronous arrival of information about ‘our’ common men-
tal state through verbal communication and/or mutual eye gaze yields greater epistemic certainty
6 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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Box 2. Mental state convergence: alignment or merging?

Mental convergence can be represented in two ways: (i) the alignment of mental states across distinct individuals; and (ii)
the merging of mental states into a single collective agent. Alignment involves a meta-cognitive comparison of each indi-
vidual’s inferred mental state, while retaining clear identity boundaries between self and other (‘you’ and ‘I’). By contrast,
merging occurs when cues to experiential similarity are more salient compared with cues to self/other distinction, such
as during highly synchronized activities or in deindividuating crowd settings [52,118]. Here, the sense of being a collective
(‘we’) is more salient than one’s personal identity.

Although both types of mental convergence can facilitate coordination, they do so in different ways. Alignment emerges
through the imitation of other group members [119] and is supported by externalized symbols and practices that reinforce
cultural norms andworldviews [120]. Notably, this alignment can emergewithout representing a unified group perspective.
By contrast, the merging of self and other involves the experience of psychological unity across agents [121,122], thus
constituting a theory of collective mind.

It is important to recognize that, although alignment and merging are phenomenologically distinct [53], they need not be
mutually exclusive. A group of agents may infer themselves to be merged for some aspects of a synchronous experience
(e.g., we all see the same movie), aligned for other aspects (e.g., each one of us likes the story), and misaligned for others
(e.g., only I like the acting). This is consistent with social cognitive research in which personal and collective identities can be
activated independently or in parallel to shape an agent’s experience and self-construal [111]. Thus, the continuum of
shared experiences ranges from those that maximally distinguish personal identities to those that maximally emphasize
deindividuation and group cohesion [54]. Of course, the bulk of our social experiences lies somewhere between these ex-
tremes, with personal and collective modes of representation working in parallel to flexibly demarcate areas of common
and uncommon ground [17].

Although there is empirical evidence that synchronous co-experiences can induce a sense of self/other merging
[55,57,60,61], this will likely vary with salient cues to personal and collective identity. Experimentally manipulating the rel-
ative salience of these cues during synchronous experiences would help to disambiguate the contributions of merging and
alignment to subsequent outcomes. Likewise, designs that include implicit or explicit measures of self/other merging dur-
ing synchronous experiences will help to shed light on this issue.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
about that mental state, a strong increase in social bonding, and greater cooperation when it ben-
efits the group. In all, synchronous co-experiences yield cognitive, affiliative, and cooperative out-
comes that are consistent with the idea that such co-experiences foster collective mind
representations.

Collective mind and individual cognition
Collective reality
Representing the collectivemind as the origin of experience should produce psychological effects
centered on the amplification of collectively attended content. Studies suggest that this is indeed
what occurs following the synchronous arrival of information. For instance, using a modified
shape–label matching task, researchers found that being assigned to a social group leads to
the cognitive prioritization of information that is relevant to the collective, even in the absence of
an explicit collaborative goal [62]. Indeed, the use of the pronoun ‘we’ was enough to yield a pro-
cessing benefit (Study 3 [62]). This prioritization of collective representations helps to facilitate task
performance even when the specific roles of individual actors are unknown [15,62], suggesting
that we-representations can be independent of I/you-representations in their influence on cogni-
tion.

Experiments also show that gustatory [63] and visual [64] experiences are psychologically ampli-
fied when they are simultaneously co-experienced with others. This was particularly the case
when co-experiencers were relationally close or physically proximate, conditions under which
perspectival convergence and collective mind theorizing (i.e., we are tasting the chocolate/view-
ing the scene) are most likely [65]. Along these lines, experiments [66] have shown that co-
experience with physically present others amplified learning as measured by retrieval accuracy
and EEG indexes of implicit learning compared with co-experience with physically distant others
and with solo experience.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 7
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Similarly, other studies have focused on how memory [67], emotion [68] (although see [69]), mo-
tivation [70], persuasion [71], and behavioral learning [72] are psychologically amplified when rel-
evant stimuli are simultaneously co-experienced with relationally closer others. Under
synchronous (vs. asynchronous) co-experience, words had better recall, pleasant stimuli led to
more joy (whereas unpleasant stimuli led to more fear and sadness), instructions were more ar-
duously followed, persuasivemessagesweremore persuasive (whereas unpersuasive messages
were less persuasive), and watching behavior led to greater learning of that behavior.

Remarkably, during synchronous co-attention to a short lesson, measures of brain–brain syn-
chrony across students predicted long-term memory better than did measures of individual
brain activity [73]. This is consistent with the idea that synchronously co-experienced information
is encoded more deeply. Similarly, research finds that co-experiencing emotional faces leads to
amplification of their neural processing [74] (although see [75] for null results), and that children
allocated more resources to encoding a televised message when co-watching with a parent
[76]. This enhanced cognitive resource allocation was also associated with higher arousal levels
[77]. Enhanced memory has likewise been shown in shared experience paradigms even when
the partner’s sensorimotor cues cannot be directly observed [78], suggesting that collective
mind representations involve inferential thinking.

Studies on the sharing-is-believing effect find that, when an individual tunes their description of a
target person to their audience’s attitude (e.g., describing the target positively if their audience
likes the target), they are more likely to later align their recall of the target with the audience’s at-
titude. Conversely, attitudinal recall is diminished when they believe that their audience did not
agree with their message as being about the specific target [79], when they believe that the audi-
ence was not to be trusted [80], or when they believe that the audience did not receive their de-
scription [80]. It is theorized that knowing one’s description was received facilitates a sense of
connection to the audience [12,81], wherein the individual represents their personal attitude ex-
pression as the common knowledge of a collective mind (e.g., ‘We know what I think’ [17]). No-
tably, when one’s attitude closely matches that of the audience, it is possible that the
communication of this shared attitude may induce a representation of collective metacognition
(e.g., ‘We are aware of our attitude’), increasing social affiliation as a result [82].

Collective psychology
The above studies demonstrate the psychological amplification of content that is represented in
relation to a collective mind. However, when the collective mind turns its attention toward its own
psychological state, it becomes the origin and target of the representation. In such cases, we
should expect greater epistemic certainty in the co-experienced mental state. An example is
the experience of generalized shared reality: the subjective experience of sharing thoughts, feel-
ings, and beliefs about the world at large. Participants in these studies are not only attending to
external stimuli together, but also jointly attending to their common psychological reactions.
Here, dyads who experience greater generalized shared reality during conversation subsequently
report higher feelings of epistemic certainty about the mental content within the interaction as part
of a collaborative sensemaking process [83].

Collective mind and social bonding
Collective reality
In addition to the cognitive effects described above, representations of collective mind may also
have important implications for affiliative behavior, boosting the experienced relational closeness
between agents. It is possible that greater confidence in sharing a common objective reality yields
mild increases in psychological closeness, because future cooperation is more likely to succeed.
8 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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For instance, participants who complete a reaction time task while sitting next to another participant
watching the same screen feel greater psychological closeness only when they co-attend to the
same (vs. different) stimuli [84], even when they were instructed not to communicate. Other research
in which participants synchronously (vs. asynchronously) co-attended something showed that this
effect appears to be particularly strong when experiencing belief affirming stimuli [85]. Thus, co-
experiencing the same stimuli during an experimental task is enough to produce a small increase
in social bonding among participants, over and above any effects of social proximity without co-
experience.

This effect emerges at a young age, with 2.5-year-olds being faster to approach a novel adult with
whom they co-watched a film [86], even when the adult is instructed not to communicate with the
child during the interaction. Similar effects are observed in chimpanzees and bonobos, which are
faster to approach other apes, and humans who co-watched the same film, staying physically closer
to them afterward [87], suggesting that, in addition to understanding the attention [88,89], intentions
[90], and perhaps even beliefs [91] of others, great apes might also create a basic form of collective
representation. Overall, what these studies suggest is that representing oneself as part of a collective
mind with strangers will give a small boost to relational bonds among co-attendees.

Collective psychology
When collective mind is not only the origin of a representation, but also its represented target, we
should expect strong increases in psychological closeness. Accordingly, studies find that com-
municative eye contact in response to the onset of a jointly attended stimulus (compared with
the eye contact occurring later in the procedure, unrelated to a shared experience) leads to social
closeness in human children, but not in apes [92]. Crucially, in the control condition, the children
were still observing their partner going through a similar experience. It is possible that suchmutual
eye gaze in human children not only indicates that an event is co-experienced, but also serves as
an invitation to the human child to join the shared experience, suggesting that the partner and the
child are co-experiencing their fledgling bond (a shared mind) [93]. Indeed, in adults, mutual gaze
marks the apex of pupillary synchrony as well as feelings of engagement during a conversation
[94]. If the eyes are the windows to the soul, mutual gaze provides a shared view.

Similarly, experiments have shown that, when two people synchronously co-experience them-
selves having the same subjective reaction to an abstract question (e.g., ‘If Whoopi Goldberg
was a plant, would she be a red rose or a dried flower?’), they feel closer to their partner [16]. In-
terestingly, this is also the case with partners who belong to stigmatized outgroups, suggesting
that collective mind representations can be a means of transforming historic animosities into alli-
ances. It is possible that the bonding effects of enjoying a meal together [95], particularly when
eating from the same plate [96], and more generally when sharing consumption [97], fall within
the same category of experience, and engender cooperative behavior. Likewise, increases in
affiliative behavior due to interpersonal synchrony [98–102] may be due to a mental representa-
tion wherein a collective mind serves as both an origin (‘We are aware of…’) and a target of expe-
rience (‘…our intentional synchrony’). Other studies have found that shared dysphoric
experiences, where everyone is aware of each other’s emotional reactions, are particularly bond-
ing [103,104]. Failure to socially cohere in the face of a common threat can be more perilous to
survival compared with failure to socially cohere in the face of joint victory. Similarly, co-
experiencing intense negative affect has been found to increase group cohesion [105].

Finally, in the study of generalized shared reality [83], researchers find that experimentally induced
threats to shared subjectivity lead to verbal behaviors to reaffirm a sense of inner state common-
ality (‘I totally agree’; ‘Exactly!’). Close partners with high generalized shared reality described their
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Outstanding questions
Does a Theory of Collective Mind
depend on the same neurocognitive
mechanisms as individual Theory of
Mind? Do they follow the same
developmental trajectory? Are there
any additional mechanisms that are
recruited to distinguish the
representation of collective and
individual minds?

To what extent do representations of
collective mind emerge when agents
are alone? Although collective mind
representations are most salient when
co-attending events with others, do
they have any functional implications
outside of these social contexts?
What role do they have in sustaining
one’s identity and sense of self?

What is the prevalence of collective
representations? How frequently do
people experience these
representations compared with
individual representations? Do some
people experience collective
representations more than others?
Are some cultural contexts more
conducive to the representation of
collective versus individual minds?

What are the best ways to directly
manipulate and measure collective
mind representations? How are the
contours of the collective mind
shaped by perceptual cues? Are
there any cognitive markers that can
discern representations of collective
and individual mental contents?

How might a Theory of Collective Mind
help to explain intergroup behavior and
group cognition? Do people
spontaneously attribute a collective
mind to members of the same social
category? Could these
representations be a useful target for
changing intergroup attitudes? How
might the dynamics of collective mind
representations change when the self
is not part of the collective
(i.e., ascribing a unified mental state
to ‘them’)?
minds as ‘merged’, a fitting account of a collective mind that is both the origin and target of a rep-
resentation. Intriguingly, the representation of a collective mind as origin and/or target of a repre-
sentation may be compromised in autism [106].

Collective mind and cooperative choice
Collective reality
Given that collective mind representations grant people increased confidence in knowing some-
thing together, they should be particularly impactful when common knowledge is critical to coop-
eration. In an examination of how common knowledge influences cooperative choice [107],
researchers had two participants play a pure coordination game, where mutual cooperation pro-
duced the largest payoff for each individual (e.g., a Stag Hunt game). Whereas only about one in
five people chose to cooperate when the payoff information was delivered privately, more than
four in five people chose to cooperate when the payoff information was delivered publicly, a situ-
ation in which participants could more readily represent the information as the target of a collec-
tive mind (i.e., ‘We all know that each of us would be better off cooperating’). Critically, in nested
‘I–you’ knowledge conditions, wherein a given participant knew that the other participant also
knew about the payoff structure (secondary knowledge), and in addition, that the other partici-
pant also knew that the given participant knew about the payoff structure (tertiary knowledge),
cooperation was still significantly lower than in the public knowledge condition wherein we-
representations were more likely. These findings suggest that the public delivery of information
that addresses multiple individuals as a single collective mind quadruples cooperative choice.

Collective psychology
Whereas confidence in common knowledge increases cooperation when it is individually benefi-
cial (e.g., in a Stag Hunt game), common knowledge of a shared psychology foregrounds the in-
terests of the collective, increasing cooperation when it can be individually risky. For instance,
investigating cooperative behavior in a Prisoner’s Dilemma study [108], researchers found
that cooperation was considerably lower for participants who co-experienced the same subjec-
tive reaction to an inkblot asynchronously (with a 10-s delay) compared with synchronously. Ac-
cording to our account, only the latter participants represented their collective awareness of their
sharedmental state (i.e., ‘We are aware of us’), leading to more epistemic certainty in their shared
psychology, foregrounding collective interests and backgrounding individual ones. This is distinct
from the Stag Hunt studies [107], wherein the public delivery of payoff information allowed for a
collective mind as the origin, but not as the target, of a representation (i.e., ‘We are aware of
the payoffs’), leading tomore epistemic certainty in shared objective facts, but not in the existence
of a collective agent with particular mental states.

Consistent with the possibility thatmutual eye gaze indicates a collective awareness of a sharedmind,
research has shown that communicative eye contact increases cooperative behavior in a Prisoner’s
Dilemma relative to a situation in which eye contact was not possible [109]. More recent researchwith
children went one step further by showing that 5- to 7-year-old children interpreted a communicative
look (but not a non-communicative look) from an adult experimenter as a commitment to cooperate,
as reflected by their explicit verbalization of this expectation, and their increased protests when the
adult subsequently did not cooperate [93]. Both studies suggest that successful communication ex-
changes, even as minimal as communicative eye contact, can create representations of collective
metacognition that subsequently increase cooperative behavior and decision-making.

Concluding remarks
The human ability to cooperate is as important as it is complicated (see Outstanding questions).
Recent theoretical and empirical research suggests that humans often represent a collective
10 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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mind, both as the perspectival origin (collective reality) and its target (collective psychology). When
the collective mind is the represented origin, characteristics of ‘our’ shared world are psycholog-
ically and behaviorally prioritized, facilitating ‘individually’ beneficial cooperation. When the collec-
tive mind is also the represented target, the collective mind itself is psychologically and
behaviorally prioritized, facilitating collectively beneficial cooperation. In all, theories of collective
mind can engage and direct human psychological capacities toward common worlds and com-
mon minds, with the choice of whether to cooperate in the balance.
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